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Abstract. A graph thcorctic formulrtion cf the ising, percolation and graph colourin~ problems 
is given. and it is shown that the solution to all three problems is derivable from the Whitney 
r;rs;k function. 
The M5biw iwersion telshnique is illustrated in the context of the colouring problem using 
both the Irthcenf illI subgrophs asnd the lattice of only bond closed subgraphs of a graph. It is 
pointd out that, in statistical mechanics, the lattice of all connected r&graphs is more useful 
than either of these, and its Mtibius function is given. The weight ,factors in the resulta 
hnked=chuter expansion of the Whitney rank hrnction are discussed, special consideration be- 
ing @en to the mean number of clustcra 
The dualiw relation fcr the rank function is derived from Minty’s theorem and thy theorem 
is extended to enable a similar relation for the site problem to be obtained. 
8 1. lntmduction 
I shall assume fam:lliarity with the elements of graph theory and try 
to show how some problems in statistical physics may be formulated in 
mph theoretic terms. Statistizal physics is cr$ncerned with the expres- 
sion of the macroscopic properties of many particle systems in terms of 
averaged microscopic properties. Most soluble problems are ones in 
which the properties of the whole system arc expressible in terms of 
thaw for a single particle. Such systems are usually composed of par- 
ticles which move independently and do not interact (e.g. an ideal gas 
or a paramagnet). Noninteracting systems are represented by the trivial 
graph a, each particle being represented by a single isolated vertex. When 
considering interacting systems, one usually represents the interactions 
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by edgs, the edge [i, i] being associated with an interaction Pij. If no 
intemct~on is present, the edge is omitted. A graph with vertex set I/ 
and edger set E is denoted by (V, E). 
The simplest model of an interacting system is known as the lsing 
model. it was originally introduced as a model of ferromagnetism by 
Ising in 1925 but since then has been reinterpreted as a model of gas 
conden,%tion and of the order-disorder t ansition in alloys. The latest 
of many other problems to be so formulated is the Kondo problem [ 101. 
This model is tf zrefore the object of much discussion in the field of 
critical phenomena. For a recent rev%w see [S] . 
ll.1. %.s~ model. in the simplest version of the model, each particle or 
“‘spin” can be ir! one of two possible states, the ith particle being de- 
scribed by a variable Cri which takes one of the two values f 1. The inter- 
action energy v~/ between two particles i and i depends on their states, 
i 
0 for Ui = o/ ) ’ 
vi/ = 
+2 Jij for Ui = -Uj , 
and is therefore represented by 
vij = “Jij (OiUj - 1) l 
A,ccording to statistical mechanics the probability of finding the sys- 
tem in 81 state {a) is 
and 
At zero temperature, only the ground state in which all the u’s are equal 
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can occur and the system is fully magnetised. As the temperature is - 
raised, the states of higher energy occur with increasing probability, 
the average nergy rises and that magnetisation decreases. The energy 
is given by 
d log Zc =: .--__I 
d(l/kT) ’ 
In order to calculate the energy, we therefore need the partition func- 
tion 
or 
where 
It can be shown that the energy is an increasing function of the tem- 
perature but its temvrature derivative, the specific heat 
CC 
= d(t;G) 
dT ’ 
passes through a mrtrimum since at sufficiently high temperatures all 
states become qualay probable and no more energy will be absorbed if
the temperature ismised further. The specific heat is therefore zero at 
high and low temperatures and must have a maximum in-between. It is 
found that the larger the system the sharper is the maimurn and real 
ferromagnets which h.ave of the order of 10”” atoms have a well defined 
transition temperature Tc at which the specific heat appears to diverge 
(see fig. 1). To corn@@@ the specific heat of a cubic ferromagnet, fcr 
example, we should therefore take G to be a finite cubic lattice with ?G 
atoms along each edge and compute the limit 
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where ib”i s N3, the number of vertices. Subject o rather general cm 
dit%m, 9th~ may be shown to be equivalent to taking two deriWives of 
the ntdul.:ed free energy 
h 
64x64 
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(N= (Vf=r;r2), The c&W p&t for tk limiting casu 1 Vf -+- is murked by a vertical ine. 
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The features of the Ising model dascwibed above are typical of other 
models of cooperative phenomena. Steristical physics is therefore con- 
cerned with functions associated with rr#bite graphs and the singulari- 
ties thereof. 
1.2. Pe~&~tir~~~ processes. A closely related branch of statistical physics 
is the study of percolation processes. This field was pioneered by 
Wammersley and a review of applications may be found in f 9 1. 
Tht: edges of a graph C = (V, E) are a,ssigned two possible states 
“open” or “closed “, “coloured black” or “coloured white”, “occupied” 
or “unoccupied” depending on the context. Two vertices i, j t’ V are 
connected if the corresponding edge [i, jl E E is open. The problem it; 
to-study the distribution of cclnnected vertex sets of “clusters” when 
the edges are open or closed at. random with probabilities p and q = 
1 -pI respectively. 
The model seh~es to describe a number of processes such as the gela- 
tion of polymers, the spread of disease in a community, the motion of 
electrons in a disordered alloy and the destruction of ferrtimagnetism 
by impurities in a ferromagnet. I 
As in the previous problem for an infinite graph there is a critical 
value of the parameter, in this case the critical probability pC, which 
distinguishes two different regions. For p L< pC the clusters are finite in 
size, there is no gelation, the disease remains localized, there is nc con- 
duction, and there is no ferromagnetism. Forp > pe the size of the 
clusters becomes unbounded and the opposite conditions prevail. 
The possible states of the system in this problem :lre enumerated b,w 
taking all subsets E’ of the edge set E and designating the edges of E’ 
as open and the edges of E - E’ as closed. The probability of a state 
E’ is therefore 
z(E1’) = p’l( 1 _p)‘E-,E” . 
The mean value of any function tif state _4(E’) is given by 
(A;0 = c s(E’)A(E’) ; 
E’cg 
for the example, the mean number of cluisters is 
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where n(P) denotes the number of connected components of the graph 
G’ = (F’, E’). A function which will be singular at pc is the mean number 
per vertex 
(PI; G) 
k(p)= iiii~~~’ 
When p is small, every vertex is a cluster, and when p = 
coloured in A or fewer colours. In general, one or more pairs of 
vertices which are adjacent will have the same colour. The colouring 
problem is to fiid the number of ways of colonring the graph such that 
no adjacent pair of vertices has the mme colour. This is a polynomial 
P&jI. The four-colour conjecture is that Pr(4) > 0 for all planar graphs 
G without loops. 
1.4. IVMrrtey’s fomgula. it was shosirn by Whitney [ 17 J that PC(X) can 
be written explicitly as a sum over spannbzg subgraphs (or partial 
graph;s). 
Suppose that E’ C, E and that Pc(X; E’) is the number of ways of 
dowhg G in w&h the endpoints of any edge in E’ have the same 
colour. By inclusion 2nd exclusion 
F&L) = Xi” - c tp,(X;E?+ c P&;E’~ l ** 
E' 6’ 
iE’t-1 tE’!=2 
The subset E ’ defines a partial graph G’ = ( V, E ‘) of G. Clearly any 
colouring counted by P&; E’) is such that aU vertices in any colmpe 
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nent of C’ have thl: same colour but different components may or may 
not have the same colour thus 
&(h; 
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The subsequent analysis will show that the problems described are all 
particular cases of a more general problem. As a fit step consider the 
mean number of clusters for the bond percolation problem. 
2.1. Bond Percohtio~; by d&Won und contraction. The az:alysis yf this 
mtion and the following section i:. due to Kasteleyn and Fortub [ 11 I. 
By definition, ’ a 
tn;G)= IE-*E’!n(E’) . 
Consider now a particular edge e E E. Divide the summation into states 
for which e is definitely open and states for which e is definitely closed. 
(n;G)= z 
E’CE p 
IE’I 
4 
ca* 
IE-E’I n(“) + E$E PIE’! qfE_E’I n(E’) , 
eiiilf' 
Denote by ifcr the grapk;c obtained by contraction of e and Gt the graph 
obtained by deletion of Q. Contraction does not change n(E ‘) in the 
first sum and deletion does not change the second sum thus 
(4) (n;G)=p(n;G,r)+cl(ll:~~). 
The same result would hold if n weE replaced by any function of n. 
We now establish a similar result for the Ising problem. 
2‘2. To express the Ising prutition firnctim (ps n sum over partial graphs. 
By definition, the Ising partjtion function of a graph G is 
C.%CNB~ any edge e = [a, b] cz E and Mt the sum Over {o) into two_ 
parts. c” wili denote a su.m over sF.{tes for which u. = oh and z vii!1 
denote a sum mer states flz which &f = -u6. Thus 
I 
‘Ib priylled product is Over all edge&f G except e. ‘I’he two sums are 
clearly related to partition function&for systems which correspnd to + 
graphs lwitk <lne dge iess. TO see thk. we note that 
since ua E ~a, fsr the cnta,tracted graph, and also 
0) 
4a 
=c’ n’ cxp iKij(UiUl- 
d (W 
Eliminating c’ and c- from eqs. (S)--(7), gives 
By analogy with section 2.1, we write for the case Kab = K for all [a, 61, 
p =: 1 - e-*K ; qz 1 -p=e-*K. 
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We could of course treat the general case by assigning probability &b to 
the edge [a, b] . 
To proceed further, we apply the reduction &e to G,Y and Gi , there- 
by removing a further edge, and after IEI such applications we have a 
collection of 21E1 graphs with no edges. These graphs may be classified 
by the edge set E’ C, E which was contracted in their formation. The 
number of vertices in the graph corresponding to E’ is n(G’), the num- 
ber of components in the graph G’ = (V, E’), and since all the interac- 
tions have been removed its partition function is 2”cG’). Thus 
since a factor p is obtained on contraction and a factor (I on deletion. 
The above analysis may be generalized to the spin S Ask&in-Teller- 
Potts model [ 1 , 13 ) for which there are h = 2s + 1 states per vertex (cf. 
colouring problem). In this mode!, adjacent parallel spins have zero 
interaction energy whereas any other configuration of adjacent spins 
i, J has e~rgy 2RTKij. The partition function is therefore 
where 
0 if spins (i, j parallel, 
Psg = 
3 --I otherwise , 
and the sum is over all Xl” states. 
The symbols x’ and x- of the S = 
states for which spins i and i are parallel 
respectively. The final result is clearly 
95 analysis now mean sum over 
(i.e. pij = 0) and nonparallel, 
= tXcp ; G) . 
X3. 7%~ Whitmy runk function. Hle have seen that the partition func- 
tian of the lsitrg model may be written 
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wherep- 1 -eeZK; the mean value of A’, whxe n is the number of 
clusters in the bond percolation process, may be written 
where p= I - (I is the probability of finding an open bond; and the 
chroimatic polynomial may be written according to the Whitney for- 
.lnuL;r de, 
AlI1 these results are contained in the Whitney rank function 
where r(G) = u(G) - ct(Gb is the cocycle rank and c(G) = e(G) - o(G) 
+ n(G) is the cycle rank. Eliminating the ranks we obtain 
K*ste that v(G) = I VI. 
Thus for tht: lsing and percolation problems 
Y =q’fq=pftl -p!, 
I and for the colouring probfem y L - I. In at1 cases, 
jr: = yjh . 
* The cunne4on between the Whitney rank function and pwcolrtion was fit brought u my 
rtteaion by Pccrf. &XV. T’emperky in an as yet unpubhhed pmprint. 
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(11) w; C) = 7P’q’“’ WC’ [p/x( 1 -pI, pl( 1 -+I l 
By comparison w&h Whitney’s formula 
(13) &?(A>= X%V,,[-l/X* --11 . 
2.6. Spec-id wf~t~s of rhe Whitney function. The mean value of hn is 
unity whe.r\ X= I, &us 
setting z = -- 1 g,ives PG( 1) which is zero unless IE I= 0 in which case it 
is unity corresponding to the one possible colouring with one colour. 
2.7, Expki f formstke for the mean number of clusters. Differentiating 
(11) with respect o h and setting X = 1 we obtain 
(14) 
This resuft may also be derived directly since from ( 10) 
a log W,(.K y) 
c fi~;‘)~flG?y”CG3 
x .__C-.---- = EXE -1_ 
ax T G .&G 3ycG ‘1 ’ 
E’SE 
a log WGlx, Y)~I 
x _ -__..- - h--v ax I 
= “fJ ,(C;‘)p’E’~~_p)‘E-~‘l , 
x=y=p/(l - p) E’S 6 
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that is 
Cl5) 
a log w,(x. y 1 1 
(r; (I’) = x - ____ -.__- _-.___ 
ax 1 x=y=p/l I -p) 
The above result for the mean number follows sime r = v - r1 and 
{u; G> = f V f . In a similar manner, 
This yields a second form for the mean numbs since c = e -- v + 11 and 
(CC;) = iElp thus 
By elimination of tn; 0 between the two expressions it follows that 
which is just the total derivative of IV@, z). 
$3, M6bius inwetsim and cluster expansions 
In the following sections it will be shown how the Mliibius inversion 
sechnique developed by Rota [ 14) is relevant o the derivation of 
graph.ical expansions. To ihustrate the techmque, Whitney’s formula 
will ‘be rederived foflowed by a slightly modified version in which only 
bond closed subsets are included in the expansion (see [ 14) ). From a 
computaticnal point of view, the number of subsets to be considered 
irt both these formulae is too large. By considering the much smaller 
lattice of connect& T-lrbgraphu of a Gaph, the Mobius function of which 
is known [ 51 F a clsrs&er xpansion for the Whitney rank function is 
derived. A spe~4al property of this excansion which makes it particular- 
ly useful for the case of an infinite graph is discussed. 
3-I. Chromatic polynomial by h&b&s inversion ovw the lattice of sub- 
;wts qftk CC&P set ofa graph. Suppose that E’ & E and that &(h;E’) 
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is the number of ways of colouring a graph C in which (i) both terminai 
vertices of any edge in E’ have the same colour :md (ii) the terminal yer- 
tices of any edge in E - E’ have different cojtours. ’ 
In terms of the previous notation, the number of colourings in which 
only condition (i) is imposed is 
Y,;(X;E’) = E,qE, Q&;E") = ?@-“) . 
Clearly the chromAz polynomial is given by 
and 
Defining the i!eta function b> 
we have 
which on 
i 
i if E’ C E” , 
[f/y, E” ) =: 
0 otherwise , 
P&E’) = g c(E’, E”)Q,W?‘) , 
. 
inversion yields 
Q,(X;E’)=:C p(E’,E”)P,ih;E”), 
E” 
where p is the inverse off and is known as the Miibius function [ 141. 
Since we are considering the lattice of all subsets of a set, the Mobius 
function is known to be (see [ MJ ) 
I 
(_. 1 )IE”_- E’t if E’C E” , 
jd(E’, E” ) = 
0 otherwise , 
so that 
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Setting E’ == @ we obtain Whitney’s foruwla for the chromatic poly- 
nomia.l 6 
3.2. Utrwno~ic pcrl~~torrtiul !)_I? MGb,;Us inversiurt over %he tmd Iu tice 
of a gwph. The results of this section are due to Rota { 14). 
Definition 1. The bond cc*losrm E’ of a subsut E’ of the edge set E of a 
graph G = ( 2’. E! is the wt of all edges of E which have both terminal 
vertxes it1 the same comporxnt of G’ = (V, E’). 
A subset for which E’ = E ’ is said to be bvrtd ckxed in G. The sub- 
graph G’ is said to be bonc!l closed if its edge set is blond closed. 
T’he set of aSI bond closed subsets of the edge set of 3 graph C form 
a lattiz known as the bond Iuttice L(G). 
Since Q&E’) = 0 unless E’ is bond closed, it follows from the 
previous see tion that 
where C* is 3 summation over all E” E L(G). FM E’E L(G), we may 
write 4~ in the previous section 
and the chromatic polynomial is 
‘We have thus reduced the lumber of sets to be summed over at the ex- 
pense of having to find a nev* ?&bius function. 
3.3. lkr~adon of’ the MObius fiutcCion. As a first step, consider 
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JQ@, EL This is the mc)efficient of X’(G) in the chromatic polynomial 
sinccb G is the only Lund closed subgraph of G having rr(G’) components. 
By WlLtncy’s formula WI: find 
pt(O*E) = c (-4 P” . 
a 
E’cE 
p=E 
By Proposition 4 of (41, the Mtibius function of any segment fE’, E” ] 
of LG, is equal to the restriction to [E’, E” ] of the Miibius function 
ofL(G). The above aicgurnent applied to the segment [@I9 E’] ofL(G) 
yields 
This is sufficient to cL&xmine the chromatic polynomial but we may 
in fact determine the complete !+!&ius function by noting that 
where G;. is obtained from G by contracting the edges in E’. Thus by 
L*onGder&g the segment [E’, E”‘] of L( G) we find 
where for any graph G the “yield factor” YG(.x) is defined by 
and is a poiynomidl of degree c(( G’). 
3.4. b%itney ru~tk furtcticm in tmm of cormected subgraph. The 
Whitney rank function was defined as a sum over partial graphs by 
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The subgraph C ’ has in general more than one component and is not 
necessarily connected. In this section, we shall express W in terms of 
connected subgraphs C’ = (I,“? E’), where C” 5; V and E’ C E. Notice 
that C’ may have fewer vertices than G. The usefulness of this type of 
expansion arises since if G = C, U C, U . . . U C’,,,,, then 
This factorization fo!iows immedi My from the fat: torization which 
occurs for the two r;omportent graph W = Cr LJ C’,. It-: this case we may 
write E’ = ICI u E; where Ef C_ Ej. the edge set of Ct. Also, 
and 
C(G') = C(Gi) + C(G;) 3 
so that 
which establishes the result. 
.* .
MSJM. This factorization extends to connected graphs which have articu- 
fation vertices. 5ee later. 
The function cP(GI defined by 
cP(G) = log ~&=t Y) 
The fo.Uowing analysis i;! valid for any 4’ with the above property. 
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Suppose i, is a list of connected graphs cl, . . . . C’k no two of which are 
isomorphic. Suppose that G is a graph having n,?(G) components iso- 
morphic with Ci. We therefore have 
k 
Denote by (G’; C) t’hc number of subgraphs of G isomorphic with G’. 
then 
A 
The coefficients ((*ii form a k X k matrix A and we shall suppose that 
the graphs have been ordered so that 
Aij =o fori>j. 
and OfCOUTSC &ii= 1 so that there exists an inverse I’ and we may write 
k 
IrpG) = 
BJ, substitution in 9, we find 
k 
(20) 
where 
k 
me weight functions f’(ci) are therefore independent of G. 
Suppose now that the &st L is such that every conneoted subgraph of 
Ci is isomorphic with some other -graph c) in the list. It may then be 
shown [S] that 
rij = (- 1 )c’-ei(ci ;Ci)l: 
where ei is the number of edges, in cp and &, c/y denotes the number 
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of subgraphs of$ isomorphic with Ci arid I’or which ail cdpes of c:,- are 
cithtx in ci or adjacent to sww vertcs of c-~. Ttrc weight fum tion j’(ci) 
in indept’ndcnt of the list L IV which ‘Ii appears provided that the above 
;zndition on L is satisfkd. 
This result may lx cxpreskx~ in the terminology of MSbitrs functions 
3s foCows. Suppose that thr zttta function of th6Iatticc of all connected 
scrhg~~pt~r; of a graph ts given by 
i 
1 ifC’G C” , 
{(C’, cn ) = 
au otherwise . 
The above result implies that the Mbius function is 
I- (_ j)‘E”‘E’i .n if C*’ C_ C’” and al1 edges in L: E’ 
p(.r’, C”) = 1; are incident with vertices of 6“. 
i 0 &Wwix 
The rxpansion in terms ofconnccfed graphs may be written 
Xotice that LIS defined t htr f“s are automatically thrt same f70r subgraphs 
lwhich ~YC‘ isomorphic a;lC are independent &If G.. 
&. 
‘r . 
f(C) = O((.r/y)‘v’-’ y El) . i* 
1wor@ precisely. the theorem may be stated as follows. 11 we ‘write 
1Oi 
if-citherK iI’/ -’ 1 tsr/< iEi. 
5eforc proving the theorem WC notice that it has the following con- 
sequences: 
‘I%c canncctcd subg,raphs hould therefore be grouped ‘by vertex con- 
tent in order to dMvc a pawer series. 
For the percolal!tx~ problem, 0” ; C, may be expanded in powers of 
p and l/A and we t’lnd 
Tht~ mean numtxr of &Mm, bring a derivative of WIG} at X = “1, 
inherits its prq~crtics with X set equal to unity, so that 
and, as in the previous case, an cd; CI’ 
P 
grouping is appropriate. 
Il?e ?heka-irem has been proved i I~ the case sf the colouring problem by 
Baker ( 2 ‘r * YI thrr case of the Isind problem by Dclmb f 4) and in the 
case of the percolation problem by Essam and Sykes ii;]. A generai 
proof may bc based on a lemma whkzh we introduce by noticing that 
the Whitnry rank function may b1.z written 
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where the sum is over al! iso~morphi~:alIy distinct subgraphs gi of G hav- 
, ing no isolated vertices. The rank rr of gi is the same irrespective of 
whc’ihcr the isol;lted vertices are included and we have writ&n X/J = as. 
hod. C.‘itdy, Q, ; I;) 2 (c,; G) for gi conncyted. 
Ifgi is not connected. suppose that gi =gl u gZ. Then ([16), theorem 
!I) ifg, f g2. 
where the overlrtp ::onstant (gl +g2 = gk ) is the nurrSh~r td’ ‘A ;es of’ cnt- 
beddinggi and x2 in C wch that the minimal subpaph cont:~innir then.1 
is isomorphic with gk and the sum is over isomorphically distinct type\,. 
Ifg, = ~2, a similar reriutts holds but a f3ctor 54 must be included with 
the first term. Note that the overlap constant is independent of 13. By 
repeated application of (25) the lemma is established. 
lbaf of Theorem I. For any G satisfying the lemma, we have 
St1 t by sut&?.uting (25) into ( X), the f (ci) may be obtainlzd explicitly. 
We need consider only the linear berms in h!&, v) since taking the 
logarithm will cancel the nonlinear terms. Contributions tof(q) arise 
either from g$ wh&jt are connected, in which case they carry a factor 
&/‘, or from gi the components of which when overlapped give ci. In 
the latter case the factor is dy” where j 2 ri and k 2 ejr since the sum 
of twcj subgr3phs cannot have more edges or higher cocycle rank than 
either one. (Nofice that this st3tement is not true for the cycle rank.) 
3.6. Expunsim~ of the meun number of clusters [ 6j . We have seen that 
if the mean number is expanded in powers pf p, a subgraph with IEl cdgcs 
con?ributes a 81term of order p f&i The special interest in the mean number . 
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expansion is that the weight function j’K’) is proportional to pIEI. To 
see thib WC usif the explicit faNm:ula 
wlr~e the mean number of clusters on C”, (n nC’>, is a polynomial in p 
of degree iE’(. Clearfy f is also a polynomial of degree c(C). WC there- 
fore conclude 
3.7. hkigbt jh9ims~i~r the mwl rtrmhvr c~,f’ths&tvs. Substituting 
back into the cluster expansiorr for the mean number of clusters, we 
tind 
Setting p - 1 WC have 
k(C) = n(C) ) 
which may be used recursively to obtain the h’s. Alternatively, we have 
the cuplici t f0rmuia 
(28) k(C) - c22‘c j@I.“, C) . t 
I- 
Y f C is taken to be connected, 
k(a)=: 1, 
k(w)= I -- 2k(o) = -1, 
k(&- 1 --3k(a)-2k(o_r)=o. 
Using the first two of these results, we c3n eliminate the vertex and; 
dimer from the above parameters and obtain 
(291 c 
C'CG 
k(C) = e(C) - u(G) + n(G) = C(C) . 
t Z?> 2 
The k-weights have been studiedi rtdependently by Crapo [ 31 in the 
more general context of rnatroids. In his notation, k(G) = (- 1 )cic).- *p(G). 
3.8. E’xparrsim IN ferrns of star subgraphs. A star subgraph is a graph 
having at Icast twtl vertic*:s and no articulation vertex. A general con- 
net-ted graph may be thought of a!; a collection of maximal star sub- 
grapi~t called ic.~hes or blcvks which are hung together at its a.r.t.icuilatior! 
points. If the lobes of G are S,, ,,.., Sn , then as pointed out previously 
The same analysis which led to the connected graph expansion ow 
k&dS to 
k 
where the p’s are the same as before and Si belongs to a list of stars. It 
fdlows that f(q) r= 0 for an articullated graph. 
Notice that the star subgraphs of a graph form a lattice but the 
M6bius function is different from I!hat for the lattice of conne&d 
graphs and is more difficult to characterize. The connected graph for 
muta for ,f{Cj becomes 
where p has been replaced by JP and thy sum restricted to star sub 
graphs. 
The abve discussion shows that in particular the k-weight of an 
articulated graph is zero. This may be shown independently as follows: 
Suppose that Cl and C2 arc hinged together at an articulation vertex 
to fforrn C Every connected subgraph of C with I Vi > 2 is either in C, , 
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in C, or has an articulation point. The k-weights of graphs in Ci add up 
to c(Ci). and since 
where c’ is a sum restricted to articulated subgraphs of the third class. 
Since the only connected graph with two edges and an articulation vertex 
has zero weight, the same is true for all other articulated graphs, by in- 
duction over articulated graphs with increasing numbers of edges. 
theorem 2. k(C) is a topological inwriant. 
This property is inherited from c(G) since the k’s are derived recursivePy 
from the A 1 he k’s contain information about the degree of complex- 
ity of the gr&r. Qualitatively, the higher the value off i k 1 the more 
complex is the topology. Thus for graphs up to four cycles we have the 
following results (vortices of degrel: two have been suppressed): 
UI-_--_ -.----- UI 
G k(G) 
-.-_.--_I_--. 
c k(C) 
1-1.1-w I_--- -- -- 
0 +i +I 
CD -. 1 0 +1 : 
0 +1 A +2 
-.-_-._I 
A usful rule fvhich may be obtained frcbm the deletion-contraction 
formula for 01; G, $u 
thus 
We shall Ao sse later that 
where G,, is any drral of G. 
3.9. ReMion between Whitney rank finctions of dual gruphs. Clc>nsider 
a planar graph G and its dual CD. The following relations arc immcdi- 
ately obvious from the method of construction 
(3&I) x(G,,) = n(G), 
(3001) M+= e(G). 
(3oCj u(G,) = c(G) + n(G) 3 
f3Od) FcG~)=~~G). - 
We make a one-tc-mne correspondexe between the partial graphs on C 
and G, thus . 
4;’ z (V, E*) and G;, = W,,E--E’) . i 
Theorem 3 (Mrrt,~y’s iheorem 1 121 ; equivalent statement for planar 
graphs [ f 5 j ). Evfery face of G’ contains one and orzl~~ one camponent 
c9f Gi, acq.~frb for &e infinite face which contains n(G) components of 
G6. 
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By Euler’s law, the number of finite faces is equal to the cycle rank 
c(G) so that 
13Oe) N(G; ) = ?l(G) + CG’) , 
which reduces to (3Qa) or (30~) according as E’ = 0 or E. From (30e), 
Wk) and u(C;,) =: u(G, ), the cocyclc rank may be written 
= [c(G’)+n(G)l -- [n(G)+cCG’)I 9
ix. 
t31) j+(G;) ) = c(G) -I- c( C’ ) ; 
ilnd using 
i.e. 
(32) 
= e(G) -. e(C) -- c(G) + c(G') , 
c(,G‘;s) =r(G) -- r(G’) . 
Substitution in the Whitney rank function yields 
and 
(33) 
3.10. Dsrdity fur king, perdrztion and colcruring problems. Defining a 
generalized partition function by 
108 1. W. Essatn. Cruph theory and sturisticd physics 
and ming the du.al transformation for IV, we have 
By definitiotl. on G, 
Defining dw;rE variables by 
which mtomatically satisfy p” + q* = I, 
Consider now t?ac “free energy“ per vertes 
as in j$ !. if j’is singular at p = pC and fD is singular at p” = #. then if 
each function has only one singularity in 0 S p 5 I, 
For perclolal!.ion, h = 1, and therefore 
(369 p,.+p~= 1. 
For the S = % Is_ng model, X = 2 and we find 
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then 
= 6 - 9; +. 2p3 + 3p4 -I- 6ps - 3p6 - 1Sp’ + I 5p8 - 4p9 , 
and 
- 9ps + 4p9 
= 5 - 9p t 7p3 + 9p’ -- gp5 .-- ~4~6 + ~9~’ __ 2 lp8 + 4p” 
110 1. W. Essam, Graph thtwy and statistical physics 
Ckarly k(G) is the coefficient cbf p’“! in (n ; (2; the above relation 
etabhshes the result (see above) 
k(C,) = (- I)‘“” k(G) . 
3.12. Glotrring probZem. Application of the dual relation is not so 
interesting in this case but leads to the fomlula 
for the chromatic pofynomial which involves examination of submsphs 
on the dual. 
3.13, Stu permbtion processes. bnstead of assigning two states to each 
edge of a graph G we now say that wrticzs art: either “coloured ‘black” 
with probability p or “coloured white” with probability y = 1 -- p. 
Suppse that in a given state the vertices I/r; are black. Two vertices of 
Vi are said to belong to the same black cluster if they are counectcd by 
a path on the section graph Cb = Q Vi, EL), where an edge e E Eb if 
both its vertices are h!z%.‘&mitarly, the white vertices may be grouped 
together into white clusters. The description of percolation processes 
as site processes or bond processes ariss because in the case of a crystal 
lattice, the vertices are the lattice sites and the edges correspond to the 
bonds. 
If G is a graph which may be embedded in the plane SCI that all its 
faces arc triangular (including the infmite face) we may obtain a rePa- 
tian between the mean number of black clusters defmed by 
02; tap = c 
vgf 
n(G;, )ptVbr( i --p)‘v- i+ , 
and the mean num*bet of white clusters (n;C+ which has the same 
functionai dependence on Q as the mean number of black clusters does 
oV* 
Denoting by T a graph of the type described in the previous paragraph 
we have the following theorem: 
llhcorsrp~ 4 da any cofouriing of u connected graph of type T every face 
of G; is either empty or cont411’mr one and m/y one white cluster. 
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